
ConquerConquer
with cryptor

caesars quote: “VENI VIDI ”$VICI

Cryptor brings innovation and functionality together, creating the 

first-of-its-kind interactive crypto database with tools that disrupt 

the worldof crypto as you know it.
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Introduction

WHO WE ARE

A little over a decade ago in 2009, Bitcoin was born and since then virtually everyone in the world has 

grown to know the name.  Blockchains became the latest and greatest in massively impactful 

transformative  technologies and cryptocurrencies are paving the way.  



It's no wonder that the majority of the total value locked in all of blockchain projects are concentrated in 

decentralized finance (DeFi) protocols.  Analysts have valued the 2020 cryptocurrency market at $1.5 billion 

with projections reaching $4.9 billion by 2030.  During this same period we are expecting a CAGR of 12.8%.  



With global interest in cryptocurrencies increasing every year, we are living in exciting times.  Opportunities 

are being created but this time it's different.  Retail investors are getting invested, governments are looking 

at ways to tax, corporations are creating funds, and even celebrities are promoting cryptocurrencies.  



Right now is the time to get in on the action because the space is still relatively young.  However, 

navigating through different protocols and figuring out the best strategies was only understood by experts.  

Investing in cryptocurrencies, especially in the DeFi, has always been relatively complex and downright 

intimidating.



Until now...


CRYPTOR is a user-friendly investment portal that acts as a central hub for decentralized trading, investing, 

research, and analysis.  We understand the difficulties of navigating through various DeFi protocols to learn 

about specific tokens and perform analysesbased on sound research. 



We built this platform to consolidate the most important features of DEXs, exchanges, wallets, and NFT 

marketplaces.  This way, you can focus your attention on the actual investing part, rather than grinding 

away through hours of scattered research. 



CRYPTOR's team is led by dedicated professionals in the cryptocurrency and emerald mining industry.

Patric J.L (CEO)  is the head of vision, marketing, and design.  With over 6 years in the emerald 

business, he has successfully merged this industry with cryptocurrency investing.  

Omid B (C0O)  acts as the head of the emerald mining business.  Degreed with a bachelor in 

business administration, he manages the day to day operations of the emerald business.

M. Anas Afzal (CTO)  is the head of technology and development.  As a Full Stack developer, he 

has intricate knowledge and experience in the mechanics of anything and everything related to 

blockchains. 



PROBLEM

SOLUTION

WHY CHOOSE US?

The earning potential with cryptocurrencies in the DeFi space is massive but the problem is that it isn't for 

beginners.  Majority of retail investors don't understand how to look for winning projects and their trades 

are mainly driven by external influences.  These can be from the media, social media, family, or friends.  



What's missing is the basics of fundamental analysis and market research.  For those that are a bit more 

research orientated are still burdened by the maze of investing research.  It isn't uncommon to have ten 

websites open at one time to research just one cryptocurrency.

CRYPTOR provides a novel solution to the web of endless information.  Our platform is clean, easy to 

understand, and highly impactful because our proprietary algorithm ensures that your research is paired 

with data that is relevant for your success.  



Having too much information is non-conducive to a winning mindset and investing person.  We cut out all 

the noise and only  feature tools that help you to make the right decisions.  We don't like to waste time 

jumping from one protocol to another so we have combined the best features of DEXs, NFT marketplaces 

and DeFi - all at your fingertips!

Remember the massive surges in prices action that Dogecoin had a couple of years ago? What about 

Solana, Shiba Inu, or Safemoon?  If you invested in any of these then, you would be a different person 

today - probably a happy one at that!  The difference between them and you is that they invested just at 

the right time and you didn't. 





As with any investment, researching the projects, their health, and performance metrics are necessary. 

Analyzing their blockchain footprints tells us another story that helps paint a trajectory. All of this can be 

done by anyone but the issue is, there isn't any central hub where all of the hard work can be done.





Until now.





With Cryptor, you don’t have to be an active trader to benefit from our platform.  Holders that seek to earn 

passively can hold their tokens and let their portfolio value increase.  If you’re looking to expand and 

diversify your portfolio you also have the option of holding $VICI, our native token.  Holding $VICI 

automatically qualifies you to stake them to receive utility NFTs.Cryptor is set up so that you can earn 

passively but what makes us stand out from the rest is that our NFTs can be exchanged for real-world 

emeralds.




PLATFORM FEATURES

LAUNCHED

Whether you're an active trader, seasoned investor, or someone who has interest in cryptocurrencies but 

don't know where to begin, we have you covered!  CRYPTOR's user-friendly utility platform ensures that you 

won't miss the huge opportunities that created overnight millionaires.  However, make sure do your own 

research on every newly launched project.  Our platform can only take you so far and without practice, you 

won't stand a chance in succeeding.

CRYPTOR's core features are neatly wrapped in a single and easy-to-understand interface.  Once you log 

into the application, you will be presented with four main sections as follows:

The Launched menu contains the tokens that our algorithm has picked up and categorized as "early 

possible gem".  These early gem tokens are what makes your investing experience not only simple but 

massively efficient. 

The four menus are Launched, Charts, Token Info, and holders they have all the information, research tools, 

and on-chain metrics that you will need to help you find those hidden gems. 



That's because the most pertinent information is neatly presented to you such as:

The quick overview should give you enough 

insight to determine your next steps which include 

adding them to your watch list, swapping them 

out for another token via our DEX, allocating some 

of those tokens to our trading bot, or sharing the 

hidden gem with your friends.

During your research you may want to add a token to the watchlist because you might not be ready to 

invest in it.  Pressing the eye icon allows you to do this while also giving insight on the marketcap and 

holders growth performance (see following pages for more details).

Token Name

Market CapMarket Cap

LiquidityLiquidity

Holders

Launch Time

Address

OwnershipOwnership

CHARTS
If you want to look into the performance of a token in more detail clicking on any of the early gems will 

bring you to the Charts menu.



Here you can find general information that can help you with your technical analysis.  This includes the 

ability to view price plots and analyze trends based on various time intervals.  You can also easily tell how 

the coin performed given the selected timeframe as indicated by the colored arrows.  Keeping track of the 

trading volume is a simple and to the point with the colored graphs.  

After analyzing the performance over time, you can further  your research by reviewing the Token Info.  In 

this menu, you can see more details of the token that you're researching and they include the price, token's 

contract address, market cap, 24H volume, diluted market cap, price change 24H, total supply, and 

liquidity.  

Both buying and selling transactions are also available for your review.  Clicking on the colored sections on 

the transaction graph  will automatically populate what the highest buys were in that selected timeframe 

along with the highest sales.  You'll have the option to investigate the transaction movements through 

EtherScan by clicking the contract.  Additionally, you can add these movers to your whale watch which 

allows you to observe what they do before you commit.  



Watch the whales to see what they have done with their tokens (ie. sold, moved, etc.).  This quick overview 

will help you understand what other wallets are doing which can then incorporated in your investing 

strategy.

TOKEN INFO (transaction & co)



TOKEN INFO (holders & creator)

Within the Token Info menu, you can see the creator of the contracts that you are reviewing and up to 11 of 

the top holders of the project.  At the high level, you can see a snapshot of their contract address, their 

total number of token holdings, and their respective value in USD.  All 12 wallets are ranked against each 

other so you can easily see which one is the most dominant via the graphical indicator.  

Evaluating and researching each of the creator's holdings and movements are important and this is 

where the wallet checker comes into play.  Clicking on a creator will display all of the holdings and their 

respective portfolio value under the wallet checker window.  



Here you can add the wallet to your whale watch for tracking and monitoring their movements and 

holdings.  If you would like finer details, you can simply click on the wallet address to explore Etherscan and 

do further research on each transaction.  Additionally, if you would like to tell your friends about a 

particular whale, the share button will let you do exactly this.  

TOKEN INFO (Liquidity)

Make sure that the project has enough liquidity to allow smooth transactions. Befor entering any project 

you should beware that unlocked liquidity can cause high risks.



In this Liquidity sub-menu, you can track all of your liquidity provider token pairs in one location.  You'll have 

quick access to how many tokens you have locked up (or unlocked), where the liquidity is deposited, how 

long its been locked for, along with its respective liquidity value.

The green lock icon indicates that the liquidity is unlocked while the red lock icon indicates that your 

liquidity is locked - be mindful of these colors since it can affect your investing strategies.  You can also see 

how long you have left until the tokens can be unlocked.  Additionally, you can track how much movement 

there was in the liquidity pool in the past 24 hours.  Clicking on the Unicrypt button allows you to see where 

the liquidity is locked via their website.  There you can also get more detailed and complete information 

about the liquidity locked.

TOKEN INFO (Swap Engine)

The last feature under the Token Info menu is the Swap Engine.  Here all of your favorite DEXs are listed in 

one location so you can approach your swapping from a high level overview.  Pertinent information such 

as the price, liquidity, and APY are displayed to give you the snapshot of information that you need.  The 

lowest token prices within these DEXs can be found here.

“token info (Liquidity)”

In this Liquidity sub-menu, you can track all necessary informations about the projects liquidity with their 

token pairs in one location. You'll have quick access to how many tokens are locked up (or unlocked), where 

the liquidity is deposited, how long its been locked for, along with its respective liquidity value.

The green lock icon indicates that the liquidity is locked while the red lock icon indicates that your liquidity 

is unlocked - be mindful of these colors since they can affect your investing strategies.  You can also see 

how long you have left until the tokens can be unlocked.  Additionally, you can track how much movement 

there was in the liquidity pool in the past 24 hours.  Clicking on the Unicrypt button allows you to see where 

the liquidity is locked via their website.  There you can also get more detailed and complete information 

about the liquidity locked.

TOKEN INFO (Swap Engine)

The last feature under the Token Info menu is the Swap Engine.  Here all of your favorite DEXs are listed in 

one location so you can approach your swapping from a high level overview.  Pertinent information such 

as the price, liquidity, and APY are displayed to give you the snapshot of information that you need.  The 

lowest token prices within these DEXs can be found here.

“token info (Liquidity)”



The list of DEXs can also be refined to suit your targeted research parameters such as by best rate, 

liquidity, and APY.  Once you have found the best rate you can simply hit the swap button which will take 

you to the swap site and from there you can make a trade without ever leaving the application!

wallets (Whales)

In the Whale Wallet window, you can add creators or the top whales from a project to watch.  From here 

you can review each whale's portfolio value and respective price change in the last 24 hours.  The assets 

they hold can be sorted by the network which will then allow you to see what their transactions look like.  





You can take a look at the transactions for each of their token movements (ie. Receiving and Sending) 

along with the number of tokens that were moved.  Tracking their moves can become an important part of 

your trading and investing strategy.  It opens the opportunity for you to mirror their trades which can help 

guide you as you learn how to get in and out of investments.


“token info (Swap Engine)”



wallets (watch)

When in the Token Info menu, you have the ability to add wallets to the watch list.  All the wallets that are 

on your watch list are arranged in a list format as shown below.  Here you can see the basic information 

such as the token name and price, the market cap performance, and the holders performance.  



If you are unsure about a new project then add them to this watch list.  You can track the performance via 

the marketcap and holder activity.

“wallets (Whales)”



The performance indicators are based on the time you have them on  the watch list.  With this information, 

you can quickly get a sense of how the tokens are performing doing which can help you determine your 

next moves.  From here by clicking on the different icons, you can either get more information about the 

token, swap it out, or remove it from the watch list.  

wallets (Personal)

All of the cryptocurrencies that you purchase will be available in your Personal wallet.  Here you can see 

the performance of each token, the number of assets, and the current price.  The total value of your 

portfolio is also displayed for quick reference.

dashboard
After doing your research head on over to the dashboard where you can see the value of your $VICI 

tokens, the quantity, and the price chart.  If you want to buy more $VICI tokens, upgrade your tier or stake 

them for yield, you can do that here.  To the right of this is the news feed which keeps you in the loop with 

the latest market trends.





If you stake $VICI, depending on the amount you stake, you will receive APY along with an NFT that 

corresponds to one of three grades (ie. Commercial, exceptional, investment).  Depending on the grade, 

you will have access to the physical assets offered by our upcoming emerald exchange.  



The middle section “Your NFTs” shows all of your different NFT grades and respective details including the 

price, performance indicator, contract, and token ID.  Here you have the option to sell your NFT, enter it in a 

raffle, or claim earnings from trading royalties.  For raffles, you can stake your NFT and if someone wins the 

raffle they can claim them and place it in our upcoming emeraldverse exchange.  Or if they choose, they 

can receive the physical emerald, more informtations of the whole emeraldverse ecosystem will be 

published in our extended whitepaper.



Lastly, at the bottom of the dashboard, you can add multiple tokens to give you a snapshot of their price, 

price chart, and performance.  


TOKENOMICS
CRYPTOR's token economics is built with longevity in mind.  As with any successful business, the proper 

allocation of funds and responsible capital expenditures is of absolute importance.  This is why we have 

adopted Julias Caesar's famous words "Veni, Vidi, Vici".  Our token was named with this mantra in mind:  we 

came to the aid of crypto investors, we saw what was needed, and we swiftly implemented systems that 

produces well informed results.  



With only 420,000,000 $VICI in total supply, our token is carefully distributed throughout the economy and 

various marketplaces to maximize utility and to position it for long term growth.  See our token contract:  

0x6e01A56F0Fd8e08B84297235c5847dCC469C96C9


“dashboard”



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

DEX - 43%  of the token supply will be allocated to Uniswap to establish liquidity in the most popular 

decentralized exchange.  DEXs are typically full of crypto savvy investors and they represent the bulk of 

TVL in DeFi demand. 

CEX - 17% will be allocated to centralized exchanges which will open up the doors to traditional crypto 

investors.  Plenty of retail investors flock to CEXs so we will be extending our reach to this market.  




LEGAL - 2% will be allocated to our dedicated legal team who makes sure that we are always up to 

date and within compliance.

EXPANSION - 9% will be allocated to the expansion of our business such as our internal operations and 

capacity.

FOUNDERS - 15% will be allocated to the founding members of CRYPTOR as a compensation for the 

initial investments and sweat equity that was necessary to establish the business. 

MARKETING - 3% will be allocated to marketing our business whether it involves advertisements, 

establishing partnerships, and social media marketing to name a few.

15% founder & co

7% bounty & rewards

9% company expanding

2% legal and compliance

3% marketing

4% development + nft marketplace etc

43% Dex exchange

17% CEX exchanges

DEVELOPMENT -  4% will be allocated to our development team and their efforts on producing new 

features (ie. NFT marketplace, etc.).  




roadmap
CRYPTOR's token economics is built with longevity in mind.  As with any successful business, the proper 

allocation of funds and responsible capital expenditures is of absolute importance.  This is why we have 

adopted Julias Caesar's famous words "Veni, Vidi, Vici".  Our token was named with this mantra in mind:  we 

came to the aid of crypto investors, we saw what was needed, and we swiftly implemented systems that 

produces well informed results.  



With only 420,000,000 $VICI in total supply, our token is carefully distributed throughout the economy and 

various marketplaces to maximize utility and to position it for long term growth.  See our token contract:  

0x6e01A56F0Fd8e08B84297235c5847dCC469C96C9


Creating a strong brand & concept and turning problems into 

solutions.



Website and Application design & development 



ERC20 tokens contracts created and supply of 236,250,000 million 

tokens minted (18.03.2022) with a total supply of 420,000,000

Phase 1

Phase 2

21/2022

-

Litepaper created and project timeline established



Social media accounts & channels created



Stealth $VICI token launch at Uniswap with own funded Liquidity of 

6.5 ETH and starting price of 0.0001$! To provide equitable stakes for 

all holders we have opted to forego presales. 


Giveaways & Jewelry raffles



Dexchange 2.0 application beta release the ultimate decentralized 

platform for everyone looking for a comprehensive market overview 

and state-of-the-art trading tools to securely locate and profit 

from the next big thing, be it a cryptocurrency or NFT



Certik audit



Useful Marketing campaigns

Createing a unique smart swap contract  for liquidity staking and 

passive income possibilities. Rewards (ie. $VICI tokens and NFTs 

which come up with a lot of use-cases ) will be given to liquidity 

providers.



Develope swap & trading bot.  Day traders and scalpers can take 

advantage of automatic buy and sell orders and profit while sitting 

back and letting the bot do all the work.

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

-

-

-

Emeraldverse launch will disrupt the world of crypto as you know it.

Free utility NFTs to all staking investors - enter the Emeraldverse 

without any risk!



NFT grades (Commercial, Investment, and Exceptional) featuring 

passive income options and access to real world emeralds!



Detailed whitepaper release  Emeraldverse



FINAL THOUGHTS
The world of DeFi is rapidly expanding and with global interest on the rise, we have no doubt that this 

leading sector in the crypto industry will continue to flourish. CRYPTOR is excited to bring simplicity to the 

masses where investing, trading, earning, collecting, buying, and selling digital assets can be intimidating. 

We are positioning ourselves as leaders in this space because there are far too many options and far too 

little guidance on how to properly invest. 



We are bringing a fresh angle to the whole crypto scene and DeFi investing in general and that is through 

the introduction of precious metals into the mix. As experience professionals in the emerald industry we 

are excited to share our side of the story. We have a passion in this industry and we want to share it with 

you while streamlining your research into cryptocurrency investments.



The future is bright for the crypto community as a whole and precious metals are always in demand. It is 

our pleasure to introduce you to CRYPTOR where we merge these two industries and present them to you 

in the most efficient and simplistic manner. We are so excited to see the industry evolving before our eyes 

and we can't wait to deliver to you our full fledged features!



Without you, we are nothing. Let's do this together! 




- Patric


“Thank you”

cryptor.dev @cryptortalk @cryptorprotocol




